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 Embodied Intersubjectivity and the Scope of Narrative Sense Making 
 The analysis outlined in my previous subsection links up with a range of 
arguments against a reductionist treatment of the settings, institutions, 
activities, objects, and events encompassed by everyday human experience; 
couched in different terms and originating from a variety of research tradi-
tions, these arguments all contest the assumption that person-level experi-
ences need to be translated into lower-level entities, mechanisms, and 
processes if they are to be genuinely understood. To be sure, there have 
been remarkable successes in science and technology based on the reduc-
tion of everyday intuitions about manifest phenomena to mathematical-
physical theories of their underlying structure, in domains ranging from 
medicine, to mechanical engineering and aeronautics, to the science of 
ecology itself. But these successes do not warrant the broader claim that 
all aspects of the manifest world can and should be subjected to a similar 
process of reduction, even in the domain of science (cf.  Merleau-Ponty 
1945/1962 , pp. 84 – 102). In the present subsection, I continue this line of 
argument by turning to relevant work in developmental psychology and 
the philosophy of mind. I focus on psychological work by  Hobson (1993 , 
 2002 ) and  Trevarthen (1993 , 1999) on the intersubjective foundations of 
personal identity, along with phenomenological studies by philosophers 
such as  Merleau-Ponty (1945/1962) ,  Gallagher (2005 ; see also  Gallagher 
and Hutto 2008 ;  Gallagher and Zahavi 2008 ),  Zahavi (2007a , b ), and others 
who likewise stress how embodied interactions shape understandings of 
self and other. This work suggests, on the one hand, that the availability 
of neuroscientifi c descriptions of (some) person-level phenomena should 
not be viewed as legitimating or requiring an evacuation of the person 
level in accounts of human experience. On the other hand, the research 
in question also underscores the need to investigate the relationship 
between embodied, pre- or nonconceptual engagements with social and 
material environments and the conscious, deliberative sense-making strate-
gies that involve situating persons in storyworlds. Given that embodied 
intersubjectivity contributes to the formation and coordination of person-
level experiences, how exactly do storytelling practices relate to these 
nondeliberative methods of sense making via interpersonal attunement? 
Or, to put the question another way, what is the scope of narrative sense 
making? 

 When it comes to formulating a response to these questions, develop-
mental, psychotherapeutic, phenomenological, and other perspectives 
converge on the following conclusion: not all person-level experiences are 
scaffolded by narrative practices, though they may well lend themselves 
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to narrativization after the fact or, developmentally speaking, contribute 
to the larger constellation of capacities and dispositions that makes story-
telling itself possible. Several overlapping concepts and perspectives can be 
mentioned as especially relevant in this connection. 

 (1)   Primary intersubjectivity 
 In his work on intersubjectivity,  Trevarthen (1993 , 1999) argues that sub-
jectivity or the sense of self as autonomous agent derives from intersubjec-
tive relationships rather than the other way around.  17   In this sense, the 
concept of  persons  may be more fundamental than that of  person . Trevar-
then ’ s research underscores, in any case, the need to come to grips with 
person-level phenomena on their own terms, rather than bypassing them 
(or treating them as epiphenomenal) via processes of explanatory reduc-
tion. Further, although Trevarthen invokes the concept of narrative in 
describing basic modes of intersubjectivity, his references to such intersub-
jective engagements as storylike function more fi guratively than literally 
in his account. 

 Distinguishing between primary intersubjectivity, which Trevarthen 
situates at  “ the core of every human consciousness ”  and which  “ appears 
to be an immediate, unrational, unverbalized, conceptless, totally atheo-
retical potential for rapport of the self with another ’ s mind ”  ( Trevarthen 
1993 , p. 121), and secondary intersubjectivity, or  “ sympathetic intention 
toward shared environmental affordances and objects of purposeful action ”  
(1999, p. 416), Trevarthen argues that  “ the evidence that infants learn by 
emotional referencing to evaluate experiences through attunement with 
motives of familiar companions, for whom they have, and from whom 
they receive, affectionate regard, proves that it is the sense of individuality 
in society that is the derived state of mind, developed in contrast to more 
fundamental intersubjective needs and obligations ”  (1999, p. 417). In 
other words,  “ human self-awareness is  …  one manifestation of mind in a 
person who is capable of being a companion and confi dant to the response 
of the other, at an emotional level, from birth ”  (1993, p. 122). Trevarthen 
emphasizes particularly the embodied nature of intersubjective engage-
ments, and hence of subjective experience itself. As Trevarthen (1999) puts 
it, human intersubjectivity  “ is transmitted by body movements (especially 
of face, vocal tract, and hands) that are adapted to give instantaneous 
visual, auditory, or tactile information about purposes, interests, and emo-
tions and symbolic ideas active in subjects ’  minds ”  (pp. 415 – 416). 

 In the following, more detailed characterization of the transmissive pro-
cesses involved, taken from a discussion of how primary intersubjectivity 
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emerges in the emotional dynamics of embodied communication between 
mother and infant, Trevarthen suggests that the dynamics at issue can be 
described in narrative terms: 

 Details in the intrinsic organization of the human motivation system that are 

adapted to fi ne and rapid transfer of mental dynamics between subjects may be 

observed in the various glides and leaps of pitch or volume of voice, eyebrow fl ashes, 

prebeat syllables, suffi x morphemes, rhythmic details and embellishments, rapid 

hand gestures, quick head moves, shifts of gaze, and so on.  …  These behavioral 

particles are organized in a stream of emotional signals, which can have the equiva-

lent of syntactic organization or narrative structure — they may be described as 

forming an  emotional narrative . Organization at both levels, morphemic and syntac-

tic, is adapted to intersubjective functions — that is, the coordination of cognitive 

dynamics, attention shifts, impulse of purpose, changes in motive force, and so on, 

in each self and between selves. ( Trevarthen 1993 , p. 151) 

 Here, however, narrative provides a template for mapping out the inter-
subjective linkages in question, rather than literally emerging from modes 
of person-to-person interconnection. Claiming that processes of primary 
intersubjectivity lend themselves to narrativization  ex post facto  is very 
different from claiming that they depend on or are grounded in storytell-
ing practices. Similarly, when Trevarthen (1999) writes that  “ acquired 
beliefs and concepts of a young child [i.e., concepts and beliefs acquired 
via processes of secondary intersubjectivity] are redescriptions of narrative-
like patterns of intention and consciousness that can be shared, without 
verbal or rational analysis, in a familiar  ‘ common sense ’  world ”  (p. 416), 
he is arguably referring to redescriptions of embodied practices that have 
already been re-presented after the fact as  “ narrativelike. ”   18   

 (2)   Person-anchored perspectives in cognitive development 
 In his research on developmental processes, and on the apparent interrup-
tion of those processes in autistic children,  Hobson (1993 ,  2002 ,  2007 ) 
draws on  Strawson ’ s (1959)  account of persons as  “ the kind of thing that 
has both a body and mind ”  ( Hobson 2007 , p. 45) to emphasize the impor-
tance for cognitive growth of what he calls person-anchored perspectives. 
Though the capacity to recognize and shift among such perspectives can 
be linked to narrative practices, for Hobson as for Trevarthen this capacity 
is grounded in intersubjective experiences that begin as pretheoretical or 
pre- or nonconceptual modes of embodied engagement with others 
(Hobson 2007, p. 33, pp. 44 – 45).  19   Hence, although  “ an essential pivot for 
cognitive as well as social development is the infant ’ s evolving cognitive 
awareness of the nature of persons with their own subjective mental life, ”  
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 “ such awareness is heavily dependent on the infant ’ s affectively charged 
and perceptually anchored experiences of interpersonal relations ”  (Hobson 
1993, p. 254) — with the infant ’ s ’  initial, preconceptual, emotionally 
infl ected encounters with bodily endowed persons playing a foundational 
role (1993, pp. 265 – 266; see also  Hobson 2007 , p. 44). As Hobson puts it, 

 What one observes in infants is their sensitivity to what is expressed through the 

bodily behavior and expressions of other people, so that they apprehend subjective 

life through their feeling perception of others.  …  Only later  …  do they conceive of 

mental states, and again such concepts of mind have essential links with concepts 

of embodied persons or selves whose minds they are. In terms of genetic epistemol-

ogy, it is not so much a matter of hooking-up our mentalistic understanding with 

bodily goings-on, but rather, distilling out from relational events understandings of 

subjective and bodily dimensions of personal life. (2007, p. 45) 

 Preconceptual attunement to others ’  bodily behavior and expressions 
clearly falls outside the domain of narrative practice, though again a story 
can be told  about  how such attunement unfolds in the context of a given 
interaction. For that matter, the infant ’ s capacity for attunement can be 
inserted, as it is in Hobson ’ s account, into a larger narrative about the 
stages of human cognitive development. Yet the last part of the passage 
just quoted builds on Trevarthen ’ s distinction between primary and sec-
ondary intersubjectivity, in a way that suggests how mental capacities and 
dispositions that emerge through processes of secondary intersubjectivity —
 in particular, the ability to situate events within a range of possible person-
anchored perspectives on the events at issue — may contribute to the same 
complex of abilities that scaffolds the production and understanding of 
narratives.  20   

 In parallel with Vygotsky ’ s account of the way intramental capacities 
and predispositions arise from intermental coordination between self, other, 
and world in the  “ zone of proximal development, ”  where children learn 
task-oriented problem-solving skills from older, more experienced peers 
( Vygotsky 1934/1962 ,  1978 ;  Rogoff 1990 ; see also chapters 4, 6, and 7), 
 Hobson (1993)  proposes that  “ the child fi rst relates to perceptible forms of 
other people ’ s psychological relatedness (including affective relatedness) to 
the surroundings — and for this, other persons must be recognized as such —
 and through such experience, he grasps something of the nature of psy-
chological relations and attitudes vis- à -vis a  ‘ stable ’  external world. It is by 
this route that the child comes to relate to his own manner of relating to 
the world ’  ”  (p. 269). This ability to multiply, and thereby relativize, perspec-
tives on objects and events, such that one can stand in a certain relation 
to one ’ s own perspective (among other possible, similarly person-anchored 
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perspectives), harkens back to the joint attentional scenes discussed in 
chapter 1 (see also  Tomasello 1999 ,  2003 ). At the same time, learning to 
recognize and engage with perspectives anchored in the subjectivity of 
persons enables modes of symbol use and symbolic play: iterable symbolic 
representations must by defi nition be tailored to accommodate different 
contexts of use, and forms of pretense also require being able to oscillate 
between or among different person-anchored perspectives ( Leslie 1987 ). In 
 Hobson ’ s (2007)  formulation: 

 It is through an infant ’ s emotional engagement with other people ’ s attitudes toward 

a shared world toward the end of the fi rst year of life, that the infant is lifted out 

of his or her own one-track mode of apprehending objects and events; and it is 

through this mode of non-inferential, non-conceptual role-taking that over the 

coming months, the toddler acquires the concept of what it is to be a self who 

entertains a person-anchored perspective. This amounts to a grasp of the distinction 

between thought and what is thought about, a distinction that is critical for the 

structuring of thought and symbolic representation. (pp. 44 – 45) 

 Thanks to this distillation of the idea or rather the experience of person-
anchored perspectives from embodied, preconceptual engagements with 
other persons, objects in the world can be taken for what they are but also 
grasped as they might be taken under conditions of pretense, where they 
are (in effect) imagined as they might be viewed by another ( Hobson 1993 , 
pp. 269 – 270) — as when I pretend that a tree is a rocket ship or a skyscraper, 
or that a twig is a telescope or a light saber. Again, insofar as such capaci-
ties for multiplying perspectives can be seen to emerge as early as the 
second year of life (see also  Barresi 2007 , pp. 88 – 90), rather than describing 
these capacities as the result of narrative-enabled modes of sense making, 
it seems more plausible to characterize the ability to accommodate mul-
tiple perspectives as part of a larger constellation of cognitive abilities that 
make stories possible (cf., however,  Nelson 2006 ). 

 (3)   Core consciousness and the phenomenology of embodied interaction 
 Philosophers of mind who have drawn inspiration from the phenomeno-
logical models of thinkers such as Husserl, Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty, and 
Scheler have likewise underscored the importance of embodied modes of 
interaction between self and other later in life — sense-making practices 
that, because pre- or nonconceptual, again fall outside the domain of nar-
rative, even though they can of course be  narrativized  retrospectively. For 
example, leveraging ideas from the phenomenological tradition as devel-
oped by Merleau-Ponty to critique recent trends in the philosophy of 
mind, Gallagher ’ s interaction theory suggests that crucial aspects of under-
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standing another are lodged in the process of embodied interaction itself 
(see  Gallagher 2005 , pp. 205 – 236).  21   As Gallagher puts it, since  “ the under-
standing of the other person is  primarily  neither theoretical nor based on 
an internal stimulation [but] is a form of embodied practice ”  (p. 208),  “ the 
notion that in interacting with others we must theorize about an unseen 
belief, or  ‘ mind-read, ’  is problematic ”  (p. 212). Rather, to harken back to 
issues already discussed preliminarily in chapter 1,  “ only when second-
person pragmatic interactions or our evaluative attempts to understand 
break down do we resort to the more specialized practices of third-person 
explanation and prediction ”  ( Gallagher 2005 , p. 213; see also  Hutto 2008 , 
pp. 1 – 21;  Stawarska 2007 , p. 79;  Zahavi 2007a , p. 38). Gallagher ’ s account 
suggests that humans ’  default strategy for engagement with the minds of 
others is to recruit from the nonmentalizing forms of embodied practice 
that they acquire fi rst in ontogeny, turning to narrative modes of sense 
making only when (or if) story-based modes of explanation and under-
standing become pragmatically expedient.  22   

 Along the same lines, recruiting from the work of Scheler as well as 
Wittgenstein and other commentators,  Zahavi (2007a)  argues that accord-
ing to this philosophical tradition it is possible to  “  experience  other minded 
creatures, ”  because from a broadly phenomenological perspective  “ affec-
tive and emotional states are not simply qualities of subjective experience, 
rather they are given  in  expressive phenomena, i.e., they are expressed in 
bodily gestures and actions, and they thereby become visible to others ”  
(p. 30). The phenomenological profi le of such embodied practices in con-
texts of social interaction leads  Zahavi (2007b)  to conclude that, since 
 “ [many] forms of intersubjectivity  …  precede narratively based interac-
tions ”  (p. 196),  “ it is mandatory to operate with a more primitive and 
fundamental notion of self than the one endorsed by the narrativists; a 
notion that cannot be captured in terms of narrative structures [and that 
points up the] limits to the kind of understanding of self and others that 
narratives can provide ”  (pp. 200 – 201). In other words,  “ the experiential 
core self ”  — the self that is capable of having experiences that  “ are charac-
terized by fi rst-person givenness ”  (p. 189; see also  Damasio 1999 , pp. 82 –
 105) —  “ must be regarded as a pre-linguistic presupposition for any narrative 
practice. Only a being with a fi rst-person perspective could consider her 
own aims, ideals and aspirations  as  her own and tell a story about them ”  
(Zahavi 2007b, p. 191). 
     
 The research fi ndings just summarized suggest the importance of making 
a careful estimate of the explanatory scope of narrative vis- à -vis the minds 
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of persons; that is, claims about the power of (acts of) storytelling to scaf-
fold person-level experiences should not be overextended. In some of the 
contexts discussed, intersubjective engagements involve embodied, non-
mentalizing practices that, obviating the need for ascriptions of reasons 
for acting, fall outside the domain of narrative, though they may be 
inserted into a narrative ex post facto. In other contexts, such as children ’ s 
growing awareness of the person-anchored quality of perspectives on 
events ( Hobson 2007 ), mental capacities that contribute to the abilities 
that make storytelling possible, without however necessarily emerging 
from narrative practices, seem to be at work. Yet as emphasized earlier in 
this chapter, narratives do support other sense-making strategies that are 
appropriate for persons and person-level phenomena. The scope of the 
relevant strategies can now be defi ned more precisely, since they take shape 
against the backdrop of other pre- or nonconceptual modes of engagement 
rooted in embodied practices. Specifi cally, and by contrast, narratives at 
once arise from and facilitate more deliberative, reasoned efforts to make 
sense of persons ’  reasons for action, when those reasons — or constellations 
of beliefs, desires, intentions, and values — remain underspecifi ed and 
potentially indeterminate given the available pragmatic contexts. 

 Consider, for example, the way narrative affords critical support for 
efforts to make sense of a deliberate act of violence. Thus, attempts to 
address the following questions, whether pursued by police investigators, 
prosecutors and defense attorneys, mental health experts, or friends and 
family members of the person or persons affected by the violent act, are 
likely to assume narrative form, with different stories emerging from the 
different vantage points (and in the different discourse registers) in which 
these accounts unfold (cf.  Abbott 2008a , pp. 175 – 192): Why was the act 
committed — what is it about the perpetrator ’ s larger life history as well as 
his or her more immediate circumstances that may have led to the violent 
conduct? Did the perpetrator have any prior relationship with the target 
or targets of the violence, and if so of what sort? Was there a single  “ trigger ”  
that constituted the sole or primary reason for the perpetrator ’ s actions 
(such as the desire for revenge and the belief that violence was the only 
way to achieve it), or were multiple factors involved, with each of them 
contributing more diffusely as partial reasons for the action at issue? What 
were the effects of the violence, and how can those effects best be gauged? 
Arguably, narrative, by allowing persons and their reasons to be situated 
in storyworlds, is optimally suited for coming to terms with these sorts of 
questions about person-level experience in human-scale environments. 
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 More generally, as I noted in chapter 1,  Gallagher and Hutto (2008)  argue 
that  “ making explicit a person ’ s narrative  …  is the medium for understand-
ing and evaluating reasons and making sense of actions. Such narratives 
allow us to understand a person ’ s  ‘ rationale ’  when this is not immediately 
obvious ”  (pp. 27 – 28). This argument harmonizes with other work by  Hutto 
(2007 ,  2008 ) in which he builds on research by  Bruner (1990 ,  1991 ) to 
advance what Hutto calls the Narrative Practice Hypothesis (NPH). As I 
discuss in more detail in chapter 8,  Bruner (1990)  provides a key precedent 
for the NPH by arguing that folk-psychological abilities and practices are 
anchored in stories. For Bruner, folk psychology amounts to a culturally 
situated and propagated interpretive system that allows actions — including 
violent acts of the sort mentioned in my previous paragraph — to be dove-
tailed with intentional states. Narrative is, in turn, that system ’ s organizing 
principle (1990, p. 35). As  Bruner (1990)  puts it,  “ the organizing principle 
of folk psychology [is] narrative in nature rather than logical or categorical. 
Folk psychology is about human agents doing things on the basis of their 
beliefs and desires, striving for goals, meeting obstacles which they best or 
which best them, all of this extended over time ”  (pp. 42 – 43). Hutto extrapo-
lates from Bruner ’ s model by assigning stories a key developmental role, 
arguing that exposure to stories is what allows children to acquire folk-
psychological competence in the fi rst place. 

 Thus Hutto ’ s NPH assumes that, before being trained in folk psychology 
via participation in narrative practices, children already have a grasp of the 
basic propositional attitudes and motivational attitudes — attitudes of believ-
ing and desiring — whose complex, ever-shifting interrelations, however, 
stories fi rst enable them to understand. For  Hutto (2008 , pp. 23 – 40; see also 
 Hutto 2007 ), even when children acquire metarepresentational abilities at 
around age four, and can grasp how situations and events may be under-
stood differently from different cognitive vantage-points or what  Hobson 
(2007)  calls person-anchored perspectives, this capacity does not translate 
into an ability to frame folk-psychological accounts of people ’ s reasons for 
acting. Rather, formulating such accounts requires the further ability to 
understand the  interrelations  among beliefs and desires — interrelations that 
would need to be reckoned with if one were to explicate how, for example, 
the interlocking contents of a person ’ s beliefs and desire led that person to 
perpetrate a violent crime, or how a similar interlocking of attitudes led to 
a (nonviolent) dispute between coworkers with very different ideas about 
how to accomplish an assigned task. The NPH holds that stories constitute 
a kind of  “ training set ”  by means of which children can learn how to move 
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from understanding discrete propositional attitudes to being able to assem-
ble accounts of why people do the things they do in particular contexts of 
action and interaction:  “ By engaging with stories  …  children come into 
possession of a direct insight into the way propositional attitudes, including 
belief and desire, behave with respect to each other and their familiar part-
ners, emotions, perceptions, and so on. More than this, in  …  stories a per-
son ’ s reasons are shown in situ against appropriate backdrops and settings. 
For example, children learn how a person ’ s reasons can be infl uenced by 
such things as their character, history, current circumstances, and larger 
projects ”  ( Hutto 2008 , p. 28).  23   Accordingly, through guided participation 
in storytelling practices, children learn  “ which kinds of factors must be 
taken into account and adjusted for when it comes to making sense of the 
stories that others tell about the reasons why they acted, as well as learning 
what needs mentioning when providing their own accounts ”  (p. 29). The 
NPH thus suggest that, rather than entailing mastery of a theory or a set of 
rules, folk psychology is a matter of practical know-how or skill. Storytelling 
provides both an enabling condition for such know-how and, subsequently, 
the means for putting it to use. 

 In this study, in exploring how practices of  “ storying the world ”  provide 
resources for understanding person-level phenomena in general, and for 
engaging with reasons for acting in particular, I focus chiefl y on narrative 
as an achieved skill, rather than on the possible role of narratives in 
ontogeny or for that matter on the acquisition and deployment of narra-
tive know-how across various stages of ontogenetic development ( Berman 
and Slobin 1994 ;  Nelson 2006 ;  Peterson and McCabe 1994 ). (That said, 
however, see my discussion in chapter 7 of Wordsworth ’ s use of a framed 
narrative in  The Ruined Cottage  to portray — and probe the implications 
of — what can be described as the narrator ’ s mind-enabling and mind-
extending apprenticeship in storytelling.) Again, a more detailed discus-
sion of how narrative supports intelligent activity in human-scale settings 
will be deferred until Part III, with chapter 7 and especially chapter 8 
centering on ways in which storytelling practices scaffold folk-psychological 
reasoning, or reasoning about one ’ s own and others ’  reasons for acting. 
To anticipate some of the relevant issues, however, my next section briefl y 
discusses how Philip Roth ’ s  Patrimony , a memoir of his father ’ s fi nal illness 
and death,  24   leverages the narrative of Herman Roth ’ s life as a means for 
identifying, contextualizing, and explicating reasons for aspects of Her-
man ’ s conduct during his last illness, with that conduct reciprocally 
shaping Roth ’ s understanding of the reasons for action that can be assumed 
to have subtended the larger life. 
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 Reasons for Acting in Roth ’ s  Patrimony  

 Previewing some of the issues that I explore in more detail in chapter 8, I 
focus here on how Roth exploits the time-controlling power of narrative 
( Abbott 2008a , p. 3;  Matz 2011 ;  Ricoeur 1983 – 85/1984 – 88 ), its capacity to 
reposition events in time or otherwise reshape their temporal profi le, to 
expose a network of reasons for action — a network inextricably interlinked 
with (and visible only through investigation of) a person ’ s larger life 
history. Indeed, it is striking how much of  Patrimony  is devoted to an 
attempt to formulate a more or less comprehensive account of the beliefs, 
intentions, fears, and desires that undergirded Herman Roth ’ s behavior 
over the course of his life, and that, having been made manifest through 
Philip Roth ’ s narration of key episodes in his father ’ s life story, provide a 
context for understanding what Herman chooses to do (and not do) during 
his last years — a context itself partly revealed, however, by the later conduct 
that Philip Roth assumes to be continuous with it. For example, when 
Herman Roth develops, at age eighty-six, what is initially diagnosed as 
Bell ’ s palsy but what eventually proves to be a large brain tumor, Roth uses 
a shift back to an earlier time frame (or rather a constellation of earlier 
time frames), coupled with iterative narration,  25   to explain his father ’ s 
actions when he discovers that the right side of his face is paralyzed:  “ He 
tried to tell himself that he had lain the wrong way in bed, that his skin 
was simply furrowed from sleep, but what he believed was that he ’ d had 
a stroke. His father had been crippled by a stroke back in the early 1940s, 
and once he ’ d become an old man himself, he said to me several times,  ‘ I 
don ’ t want to go the way he did. I don ’ t want to lie there like that. That ’ s 
my worst fear ’  ”  (pp. 10 – 11). Later, in a passage concerned with Herman ’ s 
 “ relentless upbraiding ”  of Lil, the woman with whom he has a romantic 
relationship after his wife (Bess Roth) dies, Roth once more employs itera-
tive narration, marked by uses of the subjunctive verbal mood with dura-
tive force ( could never understand ), noun phrases whose semantics implies 
repeated actions ( unswerving dutifulness ), and prepositional phrases suggest-
ing multiple time frames ( at times ). These narrative resources allow Roth 
to sketch out not only a larger history of conduct but also a network of 
motivating beliefs, desires, and intentions that explains Herman ’ s conduct 
during his last years — even as that conduct retroactively shapes Roth ’ s 
assessments of the reasons for action that have informed the whole history 
of Herman ’ s life. At issue here is the  “ Rubenesque amplitude ”  (i.e., the 
tendency to put on weight) for which Herman criticizes Lil,  “ meal by meal, 
course by course, helping by helping ”  (p. 79): 
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 He could never understand that a capacity for renunciation and iron self-discipline 

like his own was extraordinary and not an endowment shared by all. He fi gured 

if a man with all his handicaps and limitations had it in him, then anybody 

did. All that was required was willpower — as if willpower grew on trees. His unswerv-

ing dutifulness toward those for whom he was responsible seemed to compel 

him to respond to what he perceived as their failings as viscerally as he did to 

what he took — and not necessarily mistakenly — to be their needs. And because 

his was a peremptory personality and because buried deep inside him was an 

unalloyed nugget of prehistoric ignorance as well, he had no idea just how 

unproductive, how maddening, even, at times, how cruel his admonishing could 

be. (p. 79) 

 Or again, to contextualize his father ’ s decision to begin throwing away 
his dead wife ’ s things immediately after Bess ’ s funeral, Roth cross-compares 
Herman ’ s conduct with his actions some thirty years prior — when he gave 
away to a great nephew a two-volume stamp collection that Roth had 
painstakingly acquired during his grade-school years. To bring into prox-
imity with one another events originally separated in time, so as to use his 
father ’ s (possible or probable) reasons for acting in the earlier time frame 
as a basis for evaluating what he does three decades later, Roth again 
exploits the time-controlling power of narrative — here its power to control 
what  Genette (1972/1980)  calls  order , or the sequence in which events are 
recounted as compared with the sequence in which they can be assumed 
to have occurred in the storyworld. Roth recalls how, when he fi rst learned 
of the stamp collection ’ s absence some fi fteen to twenty years after he had 
assembled it, he had refrained from criticizing his father for throwing it 
out, in part because  “ his [Herman ’ s] most blatantly thoughtless acts were 
invariably ignited by this spontaneous impulse to support, to assist, to 
rescue, to save, prompted by the conviction that what he was doing  …  was 
generous, helpful, and morally or educationally effi cacious ”  (p. 30). Roth 
then works to make sense of Herman ’ s immediate disposal of Bess Roth ’ s 
belongings by situating that action in this larger history of motives, even 
as Roth in turn seeks to clarify that history by separating out from this 
overall tendency a more specifi c reason —  “ one harder to fathom and name ”  
(p. 30) — behind his father ’ s postfuneral conduct. Thus, although at the 
time Roth had told his father to pull himself together and rejoin the guests 
paying their respects in the living room after the funeral, at the present 
moment of narration he reevaluates his earlier assessment:  “ But he  was  
pulled together. He didn ’ t appear to be either in a daze or in the throes of 
a hysterical fi t — he was simply doing what he had all his life: the next 
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diffi cult job. Thirty minutes before, we had buried her body; now to 
dispose of her things ”  (p. 31). Later in the narrative, when Herman gives 
back to his son gifts to which Roth had devoted a good deal of care and 
expense in picking out for his father, this incident can be interpreted in 
light of — and in turn helps clarify — the reasons for acting that emerge from 
Roth ’ s account of Herman ’ s handling of the stamp collection and of Bess ’ s 
belongings. As Roth writes,  “ little by little I took everything back, struck 
each time by how inconsequential to him was the sentimental value — even 
the material value — of things intended to betoken the love of those he 
most cherished. Strange, I would think, to fi nd that particular blank spot 
in a man on whom the claims of family were so emotionally tyrannical — or 
maybe not so strange at all: how could mere keepsakes encapsulate for him 
the overpowering force of blood bonds ”  (pp. 90 – 91). 

 Roth ’ s account does not just exemplify how narrative, with its power 
to reposition events in time and project temporally extended patterns of 
conduct, affords resources for making sense of particular actions in light 
of a life course (and vice versa); what is more,  Patrimony  also thematizes 
this story-enabled sense-making process. Thus, when he fi rst learns the 
truth about the brain tumor that will eventually kill him, Herman himself 
draws on stories of other family illnesses, and efforts to understand and 
ameliorate them, in an effort to contextualize and thereby defuse his own 
anxieties: 

 On and on [Herman went], remembering the illnesses, the operations, the fevers, 

the transfusions, the recoveries, the comas, the vigils, the deaths, the burials — his 

mind, in its habitual way, working to detach him from the agonizing isolation of a 

man at the edge of oblivion and to connect his brain tumor to a larger history, to 

place his suffering in a context where he was no longer someone alone with an 

affl iction peculiarly and horribly his own but a member of a clan whose trials he 

knew and accepted and had no choice but to share. (pp. 70 – 71) 

 This passage portrays Herman himself using narrative to engage in the 
forms of connection making that Roth himself pursues in the memoir as 
a whole — and to similar ends. Roth extrapolates a directive for his future 
conduct — namely,  “ You must not forget anything ”  (p. 238) — from the 
beliefs, intentions, values, and emotional responses that the telling of his 
father ’ s life story enables him to confi gure into a more or less coherent set 
of reasons for Herman ’ s actions over the course of his lifetime. Likewise, 
Herman seeks to use the history of his family members ’  experiences of 
illness to map out a line of conduct that he himself should follow, as he 
faces a diffi cult and uncertain future. 
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98 Chapter 2

 Concluding Remarks 

 In this chapter, inverting the strategy used in chapter 1, I have explored 
how viewing stories as a resource for sense making as opposed to a target 
of interpretation can promote dialogue between scholarship on narrative 
and research in the sciences of mind. Insofar as it remains fi rmly grounded 
in the person level, the approach sketched here is continuous with the 
approach developed in chapter 1; both chapters lay groundwork for my 
larger argument that by focusing on person-level phenomena scholars of 
narrative can not only learn from but also help shape debates in the cogni-
tive sciences. After reviewing two key mid-twentieth-century contributions 
to the sciences of mind,  Heider ’ s (1958)  work on person perception and 
 Strawson ’ s (1959)  account of the idea of person as a conceptual primitive 
built into humans ’  schemes for understanding the world, I suggested how 
Heider ’ s and Strawson ’ s work harmonizes with the nonreductive material-
ism for which Baker advocates in her  “ Constitution ”  theory of persons 
( Baker 2000 ,  2007a , b ,  2009 ). For Baker, persons are constituted by but not 
wholly reducible to (collections of) material particles; hence person-level 
phenomena, including intention-dependent objects and activities like 
tennis rackets and tennis matches, need to be situated in an autonomous 
analytic domain rather than reduced to lower-level, subpersonal processes 
such as those studied in neuroscience, or for that matter assimilated to 
macrolevel processes such as demographic trends. I argued that stories 
provide a crucial context for expressing, contesting, and transforming 
intuitions about this ordinary, midsized world, especially intuitions con-
cerning the experiences and motives of persons who inhabit it. I also 
connected my account with research on the ecological orientation and 
intersubjective unfolding of intelligent behavior. 

 Furthermore, drawing on insights from developmental psychology, phe-
nomenology, and the philosophy of mind, I underlined the distinction 
between, on the one hand, conscious, deliberative strategies for engaging 
with the minds of persons, and, on the other hand, nonmentalizing modes 
of engagement bound up with embodied practices in contexts of intersub-
jective encounter. Whereas narratives can provide critical support for delib-
erative strategies for engaging with others, nonconceptual ways of relating 
fall outside the domain of narrative practice, except when they are cast as 
part of a narrative (of individual development, or of self-other relation-
ships) after the fact. In this way, taking cognizance of work by  Strawson 
(2004) ,  Zahavi (2007b) , and others, I sought to avoid making hyperex-
tended claims about the power of narrative when it comes to the under-
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standing of persons — and to separate out from a broader range of 
sense-making activities those to which narrative centrally contributes. 
Finally, in my discussion of  Patrimony , I focused on how Roth exploits 
narrative ’ s time-controlling power to connect his aged father ’ s conduct to 
the larger network of reasons for acting that emerges from Roth ’ s own act 
of telling Herman ’ s life story. In this way, I sought to showcase the inter-
pretive power of stories in the domain for which they are optimally 
calibrated — namely, the domain of persons and person-level phenomena. 

 Just as Part II builds on chapter 1 ’ s discussion of questions concerning 
the interpretation of narrative, Part III builds on the present chapter ’ s 
discussion of narrative as a resource for interpreting experience. Chapter 
6 outlines a general account of narrative as an instrument of mind, with 
chapters 7 and 8 following up on that general account, and also on the 
analysis presented in this chapter, to describe in more detail the mind-
extending or mind-enabling functions that particular kinds of narrative 
structures can serve, depending on the contexts in which they are used.  26   




